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Now， the developments of Manufacturing Industry meets very great 
difficulties，and shows obviously signs of a contraction. If manufacturing 
enterprises want to promote and get high-profit， they should give up the 
mode of extensive growth and should concentrate on improving their core 
competences in order to realize sustainable developments. 
Samsung mobile plant is affiliate of Samsung Electronics Company 
which is one of the Fortune Global 500 companies， it develops alone the 
company strategy and forms the company culture ， and it sustains 
developments based on its core resources， then forms the core competence 
and shows its special competitive advantage. 
This paper bases on Gary Hamel and Prahalad's core competence 
theory, through the research and analysis of the core competence of 
Samsung mobile production enterprise，summarizes the building model of 
Samsung mobile production enterprise's core competence and develops the 
building model of core competence of manufacture corporations，all this 
work aims at  providing guiding ideology for Chinese manufacturing 
enterprises to build their core competences. 
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